In a connected, locally connected, locally compact metric space with no local separating point it is rather easy to construct an arbitrarily small connected open set whose boundary is a subset of an arbitrary small continuum lying in its complement. In fact such sets form a topological basis for the space. However, it seems to be much more difficult to construct small connected open sets whose boundaries are connected. The author constructed such open sets (substituting something weaker for local compactness) [l, Theorem 33] in certain special plane-like spaces but efforts at that time to generalize the theorem failed. Now with the help of the partitioning technique (brick partitioning, in particular) the construction may be carried out successfully. There exists a value of i such that each point of 27* is within e/4 of F. For suppose on the contrary that for each i, 27f contains a point qi such that d(q if F)^e/4. Let us suppose that {qi} converges to q (for certainly some subsequence converges). Since d{q, F) èe/4, q belongs to U and there is an arc pq from p to q lying in U. Now let i(q) be a value of i large enough so that if gi, g2GG»-, gi-pq^O and g2'F7 £ 0 ) 
+ (Q-T'). So p + (Q-T') is connected. Since no point of
Mi -p is a local separating point of Mi, every point of an arc in Mi is a boundary point of the arc relative to Mi. Hence p + (Q-Ti) is connected.
Clearly [7i=Fi-Ti is connected and Mi = I7i. Let Fi be the boundary of f/i. Now the entire process may be repeated using Z7i, Mi, and Fi for U, M, and F respectively but being sure that i 2 is a value of i such that each point of Tlf is within e/4#i of Fi (n\ was the number of the components d). The fact that p does not separate M need not be inherited by Mi. By taking T 2 to join the boundaries of different components of M~Mi, the number of these components is again reduced by at least one. Hence in n\ (or less) steps V ni is the V called for in the lemma. 
